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Abstract

The largest extant RNA genomes are found in two diverse families of positive-strand RNA viruses, the animal Coronaviridae and the plant
Closteroviridae. Comparative analysis of the viruses from the latter family reveals three levels of gene conservation. The most conserved gene
module defines RNA replication and is shared with plant and animal viruses in the alphavirus-like superfamily. A module of five genes that function
in particle assembly and transport is a hallmark of the family Closteroviridae and was likely present in the ancestor of all three closterovirus genera.
This module includes a homologue of Hsp70 molecular chaperones and three diverged copies of the capsid protein gene. The remaining genes
show dramatic variation in their numbers, functions, and origins among closteroviruses within and between the genera. Proteins encoded by these
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enes include suppressors of RNA silencing, RNAse III, papain-like proteases, the AlkB domain implicated in RNA repair, Zn-ribbon-containing
rotein, and a variety of proteins with no detectable homologues in the current databases. The evolutionary processes that have shaped the complex
nd fluid genomes of the large RNA viruses might be similar to those that have been involved in evolution of genomic complexity in other divisions
f life.
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. Introduction

With their 20–30 kb genomes, the largest known RNA viruses
re no match for the champions of the DNA virus world whose
enomes reach 1.2 Mb (Iyer et al., 2006), let alone cellular
ife forms. Nevertheless, RNA viruses play a prominent role
n our understanding of life’s origin and evolution. Because
NA is widely believed to predate DNA as the genetic mate-

ial, RNA viruses could be living fossils of the primordial
NA world (Joyce, 2002; Koonin and Martin, 2005). There-

ore, at least some genes of RNA viruses are likely to encode
xtremely ancient, perhaps, primeval proteins involved in repli-
ation and metabolism of nucleic acids. From a somewhat
ifferent, comparative-genomic perspective, large RNA viruses
rovide an opportunity to investigate problems of genome com-
lexity and its evolution on a relatively modest, tractable scale.

Closteroviruses share a conserved core of genes involved
n replication with other animal and plant viruses within the

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +1 541 737 5472; fax: +1 541 737 3573.

alphavirus-like superfamily of positive-strand RNA viruses
(Dolja et al., 1994). However, closteroviruses stand alone in
regard to their genetic capacity and variability, as well as the
unique morphology of their particles. It is instructive to com-
pare the genera Closterovirus and Tobamovirus that both belong
to the alphavirus-like superfamily and share the helical virion
architecture (Fig. 1). All tobamoviruses have ∼6.5 kb genomes
that code for four proteins, one of which assembles to form
the rod-shaped virion (Fig. 1B and C). In contrast, the size of
closterovirus genomes varies from ∼15.5 to ∼19.5 kb with a
coding capacity of 10–14 proteins (Figs. 1A, B and 2). Filamen-
tous virions of closteroviruses incorporate at least five proteins
that are assembled into a long body of uniform morphology and
a short segmented tail (Fig. 1C). Thus, the larger amount of
genetic material in closteroviruses translates into the increased
structural complexity and genetic variation among individual
viruses.

Here we explore the gene repertoire of the family Clos-
teroviridae in an attempt to reconstruct the evolutionary history
of these viruses. We also use the available information on the
gene functions and regulation to propose a working model of
E-mail address: doljav@science.oregonstate.edu (V.V. Dolja). the infection cycle for a ‘generic’ closterovirus.
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Fig. 1. Comparison of the genetic and structural complexity of Beet yellows virus (BYV), genus Closterovirus, and Tobacco mosaic virus (TMV), genus Tobamovirus.
(A) Genome map, functions, and evolutionary connections of BYV. The ORFs are shown as cylinders with associated protein designations. L-Pro, leader proteinase;
MET, HEL, and POL, methyltransferase, RNA helicase, and RNA-dependent RNA polymerase domains of the replicase, respectively; p6, a 6-kDa protein; Hsp70h,
a Hsp70-homologue; p64, a 64-kDa protein; CPm and CP, the minor and major capsid proteins, respectively; p20 and p21, the 20 and 21-kDa proteins, respectively.
The sequence similarity between CP, CPm, and the C-terminal domain of p64 is illustrated with the same color. The protein functions are indicated above and below
the diagram, while the evolutionary conservation patterns are shown at the bottom. (B) Genome map, functions, and evolutionary connections of TMV. P30, a 30-kDa
protein. Other designations are the same as in (A). (C) Cartoons of the TMV and BYV virions. The TMV virions are rigid helical rods of ∼300 nm in length and
18 nm in diameter. The BYV virions are flexuous, helical filaments of ∼1400 nm in length and 12 nm in diameter with the ∼100 nm-long tails that are ∼8 nm in
diameter. The protein composition and the length of the encapsidated viral RNA is shown.

2. Replication-related genes

As is the case for all positive-strand RNA viruses, putative
components of the closteroviral RNA replicase are expressed
directly from the virion RNA (Karasev et al., 1989). The prod-
uct of the 5′-terminal open reading frame (ORF) contains RNA
methyltransferase (MET) and RNA helicase (HEL) domains.
The RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (POL) is encoded by
a downstream ORF that is presumably expressed via a +1
translational frameshift (Agranovsky et al., 1994; Karasev et
al., 1995). Thus, translation of the genomic RNA results in
two large polyproteins, one spanning MET–HEL, and the
other one encompassing MET–HEL–POL; this second, larger
polyprotein is produced in much smaller quantities due to the
low frequency of frameshifting. The MET–HEL–POL mod-
ule of closteroviruses is universally conserved in the entire
alphavirus-like superfamily (Fig. 1A and B) (Koonin and Dolja,
1993).

A peculiar feature of the closteroviral replicases is the pres-
ence of a large variable region between the MET and HEL
domains. This region is processed by an unknown mecha-
nism to produce separate MET- and HEL-containing products

(Erokhina et al., 2000). Because ectopic expression of the
MET–HEL region in plants is sufficient to generate these sep-
arate products, the processing could involve either a cryptic
proteolytic activity within the MET–HEL polyprotein itself,
or a cellular protease (Peremyslov and Dolja, unpublished
data).

In addition to their enzymatic functions, RNA replicases of
alphavirus-like viruses direct assembly of the replication com-
partments. The principal component of these compartments
is a protein shell formed by the MET–HEL protein subunits
(Schwartz et al., 2002). This shell is enveloped by a mem-
brane derived from the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) or other
endomembrane. In accord with this paradigm, we found that
closterovirus infection results in a drastic remodeling of the ER
network that is transformed into a large vesicular factory of viral
RNA. We also found that transient expression of the MET–HEL
polyprotein alone is sufficient to restructure ER (Prokhnevsky
et al., unpublished data). As proposed by Schwartz et al.
(2002), one or a few POL-containing replication complexes
are present within each virus-induced vesicle to amplify the
viral genome and to produce subgenomic messenger RNA
(sgRNAs).
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Fig. 2. Genome maps of the selected representatives of the family Closteroviridae. The genera names are shown at the left. BYV, Beet yellows virus (Agranovsky
et al., 1994); CTV, Citrus tristeza virus (Karasev et al., 1995); LIYV, Lettuce infectious yellows virus (Klaassen et al., 1995); SPCSV, Sweet potato chlorotic stunt
virus (Kreuze et al., 2002); GLRaV-3, Grapevine leafroll-associated virus-3 (Ling et al., 2004). The designations and color code for the conserved proteins are the
same as in Fig. 1A. L1 and L2, tandem of the leader proteinases in CTV. The unique proteins in each genome are shown in colors as dissimilar as possible with their
approximate molecular weight following common ‘p’ designator, except for RNAse III and AlkB domain (see the text for further information).

The extreme 5′-terminal region of the closterovirus RNA
encodes the papain-like leader proteinase (L-Pro) that is released
from the polyprotein via autoprocessing (Agranovsky et al.,
1994). Even though papain-like proteinases are common among
alphavirus-like viruses, their typical role in the viral life cycle
is distinct from that of L-Pro. The papain-like proteases of
alphaviruses, rubiviruses, or tymoviruses are located between
the replicase domains and are responsible for multiple process-
ing events within the polyprotein (Dougherty and Semler, 1993).
In contrast, the closterovirus L-Pro is located upstream of the
replicase polyprotein and is not required for its processing (see
above).

In addition to autocatalytic processing, L-Pro plays a promi-
nent role in the amplification of the viral genome: elimination of
L-Pro reduces the amount of viral RNA to ∼0.1% of the wild-
type level (Peng and Dolja, 2000). Because L-Pro co-localizes
with the replication vesicles (Zinovkin et al., 2003), its function
in RNA amplification could involve either activation of the viral
replicase or protection of the RNA from degradation by a host
defense system.

Some closteroviruses possess a tandem of the leader pro-
teinases that probably evolved via gene duplication. As was
found using the gene swapping approach, one of these tandem
proteinases (L1), but not the other (L2), can functionally substi-
tute for a single L-Pro by enhancing virus RNA amplification
(Peng et al., 2001). When expressed together, L1 and L2 act

synergistically to provide for even higher levels of viral RNA.
Interestingly, proliferation of the papain-like leader proteinases
is also observed in some viruses of the order Nidovirales that
includes the family Coronaviridae (Gorbalenya et al., 2006).
This evolutionary convergence might reflect common require-
ments posed by the increase in the size of the viral genomes and
encoded polyproteins (Peng et al., 2002).

Another feature shared by closteroviruses and nidoviruses is
expression of the multiple internal genes via a nested set of the 3′-
coterminal subgenomic (sg) RNAs. Usually, these sgRNAs are
functionally monocistronic, each expressing only one protein
from the 5′-proximal ORF. While many diverse positive-strand
viruses produce from one to three subgenomic sgRNAs (Miller
and Koev, 2000), nidoviruses make up to 9, and closteroviruses
up to 10 sgRNAs. Although the details of transcription mech-
anisms may vary among the viruses of the order Nidovirales,
they share certain important features (Gorbalenya et al., 2006).
The short, AU-rich, transcription-regulating sequences (TRS)
are present upstream from the 5′-terminal and all internal ORFs.
The TRSs are thought to mediate termination of the minus-strand
synthesis to produce templates for the positive-strand sgRNAs.
In arteriviruses and coronaviruses, termination at the TRS of
each internal ORF is followed by the template ‘jumping’ such
that transcription complex lands to 5′-proximal TRS and copies
the part of the 5′-leader region. This discontinuous transcrip-
tion mode resulting in a mosaic structure of the sgRNAs is a
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unique and remarkable feature of the nidovirus genome expres-
sion mechanism (Gorbalenya et al., 2006; Pasternak et al., 2001;
Sawicki et al., 2001; Zuniga et al., 2004).

The closteroviruses do not employ discontinuous transcrip-
tion and have no TRS-like, common element in the regions that
direct sgRNAs synthesis (Karasev et al., 1997; Kreuze et al.,
2002; Peremyslov and Dolja, 2002). It is not known if, simi-
lar to smaller alpha-like viruses, closteroviral sgRNA synthesis
involves internal initiation using genome-size, negative-strand
template (Miller and Koev, 2000). In fact, occurrence of the
minus strands of sgRNAs in closterovirus-infected cells (Dolja
et al., 1990; Hilf et al., 1995) is better compatible with the
nidovirus-like, minus-strand termination model. Additional sup-
port for this model comes from extensive analysis of the CTV-
specific RNA species. It was found that the controller elements
located upstream from each internal CTV ORF direct formation
of not only the positive and negative strands of sgRNAs, but
also a set of the 5′-coterminal positive-strand RNAs of subge-
nomic size (Gowda et al., 2001). These latter RNAs terminate
at variable positions upstream of the initiation site of the corre-
sponding sgRNAs. The simplest reconciliation of these data is
that the sgRNA controller elements, which contain hairpin struc-
tures, act as terminators during transcription of both positive,
and negative strands of the viral RNA. Although there were no
reports of two distinct sets of subgenomic RNAs in nidoviruses,
this issue seems to deserve more experimental scrutiny.
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teins in the infected plants (Peremyslov and Dolja, unpublished
data).

It seems that the most intriguing questions pertinent to clos-
terovirus RNA synthesis are the transcription mechanisms, the
enigmatic function of the large, variable central domain of the
viral replicase, and the mechanism by which L-Pro enhances
RNA amplification. The answers to these questions will cer-
tainly contribute to our understanding of what does it take to
replicate and express large infectious RNAs.

3. Quintuple gene block

The replication gene block of closteroviruses is rank and
file of the alphavirus-like superfamily, some deviations from
the prototype notwithstanding. In contrast, the five downstream
genes comprise a truly unique genetic module not found outside
the family Closteroviridae (Dolja et al., 1994). This quintuple
gene block (QGB) codes for a ∼6-kDa hydrophobic protein
(p6), an Hsp70 homologue (Hsp70h), a ∼60-kDa protein (p60),
the minor capsid protein (CPm), and the major capsid protein
(CP) (Fig. 1A). P6 is a single-span transmembrane protein that
resides in ER and functions in virus movement from cell to cell
(Alzhanova et al., 2000; Peremyslov et al., 2004b). Because p6
is not required for virus replication or assembly (Alzhanova et
al., 2001; Peremyslov et al., 1998), it can be considered a con-
ventional movement protein (MP).
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Although the functional significance, if any, of the 5′-
oterminal, subgenomic-size, CTV RNAs is unknown, one may
onder if coexistence in the infected cells of the multitude of
NA species may promote formation of the recombinant RNA
olecules. Indeed, plants infected with closteroviruses often

ontain defective RNAs (dRNAs), some of which appear to
esult from recombination between sgRNAs and their coun-
erparts from the 5′-terminal region (Che et al., 2002; Rubio
t al., 2000). Moreover, CTV dRNAs reminiscent of crinivirus
enomic RNAs 1 and 2 were described (Che et al., 2003) sug-
esting that the sgRNAs may facilitate closterovirus evolution,
e it genome segmentation observed in criniviruses (Klaassen
t al., 1995; Liveratos et al., 2004), gene duplication (Boyko et
l., 1992; Napuli et al., 2003), or recombinational accretion of
he viral or cellular genes (Agranovsky et al., 1991; Kreuze et
l., 2002).

Even though sgRNA controller elements of closteroviruses
xhibit little or no sequence conservation within the individual
irus genomes or between the related closteroviruses (Gowda et
l., 2001; Kreuze et al., 2002; Peremyslov and Dolja, 2002), they
ikely possess common features of the higher order structures.
hese elements function efficiently in a heterologous genetic
ackground, i.e., they are recognized by heterologous repli-
ases (Peremyslov et al., 1999). The structural variability of
he sgRNA controllers seems to contribute to the regulation of
he level and timing of viral gene expression (Hagiwara et al.,
999; Hilf et al., 1995). On the more practical side, the promis-
uity of the RNA replicases toward sgRNA controllers facilitates
tilization of closteroviruses as versatile gene expression vec-
ors. These vectors can accommodate multiple expression cas-
ettes and efficiently produce reporters or other beneficial pro-
CP forms a long, helical body of the flexuous, filamentous
irions, and encapsidates ∼95% of the viral RNA (Fig. 1C).
Pm is paralogous to CP and functions as a principal com-
onent of the short virion tail (Agranovsky et al., 1995; Tian
t al., 1999). In addition to CPm, the tail assembly requires
sp70h and p60, each of which is also an integral, although
minor tail component (Alzhanova et al., 2001; Napuli et

l., 2000, 2003; Peremyslov et al., 2004a; Satyanarayana et
l., 2000, 2004). Similar to cellular molecular chaperones of
sp70 family, closteroviral Hsp70h possess a highly conserved,
-terminal, ATPase domain and a less conserved C-terminal
omain (Agranovsky et al., 1991; Bork et al., 1992). Extensive
utation analysis revealed that each of these domains is inti-
ately involved in the virion assembly (Alzhanova et al., 2001;
rokhnevsky et al., unpublished data). It was also found that p60
ossess the CP-like, virion-embedded, C-terminal domain, and
he N-terminal domain, which is exposed at the virion’s surface
Napuli et al., 2003). Hsp70h and p60 act cooperatively to facil-
tate incorporation of CPm and to define the proper tail length
Satyanarayana et al., 2004; Alzhanova et al., unpublished data).
he tail encapsidates the 5′-terminal, ∼700 nt-long, RNA region

Fig. 1C) that contains a packaging signal recognized by CPm
Peremyslov et al., 2004a; Satyanarayana et al., 2004). Interest-
ngly, virion bodies and tails can be assembled independently of
ach other.

Atomic force microscopy of Beet yellows virus (BYV, genus
losterovirus) virions showed that the tails are narrower than the
odies and exhibit three-segment structure (Peremyslov et al.,
004a). A pointed tip segment of the BYV tails contains a 20-
Da protein (p20) (Fig. 1C) that is dispensable for incorporation
f other virion components. Inactivation of p20 results in shorter
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tails and apparently normal bodies. Because the orthologs of
BYV p20 are not found in other closteroviruses, it is not clear if
the tail segmentation pattern is a common feature of the family.

A salient functional aspect of the BYV virions is that each
of the five structural proteins is also required for virus trans-
port (Dolja, 2003). In the case of CP, this requirement could
stem, simply, from the need to protect the long and degradation-
prone viral RNA during its transport. Indeed, the cell-to-cell
movement cycle of a closterovirus takes a day compared to two
hours for TMV. However, it seems unlikely that the transport-
related function of the tail is merely protective. First, CP can
encapsidate the entire genome if the tail formation is prevented
by mutations (Alzhanova et al., 2001). Second, the tail har-
bors Hsp70h, the only viral protein that was found in plas-
modesmata (PD), intercellular channels through which viruses
translocate (Medina et al., 1999). Third, p20 is dispensable for
virion assembly and cell-to-cell movement, but is required for
long-distance transport of BYV through the vascular system
(Prokhnevsky et al., 2002). All this prompted interpretation of
the tail as a device that evolved to facilitate cell-to-cell and
systemic transport of the large closterovirus genomes (Dolja,
2003). It should be noted that this concept awaits experimen-
tal separation of assembly and transport functions for at least
some tail proteins unless there is a causal relationship between
the two.

Even though the QGB genes are universally conserved within
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eral findings that further highlighted the trends in suppressor
evolution.

Screening of the BYV genome for silencing suppressor func-
tions showed that the 21-kDa protein (p21) is a suppressor of
RNA silencing and that the orthologous proteins from other
viruses of the genus Closterovirus also possess suppressor activ-
ity (Chiba et al., 2006; Reed et al., 2003). It has been found that
p21 specifically binds double-stranded forms of the small inter-
fering RNA (siRNA) or microRNA (miRNA) (Chapman et al.,
2004). Thus, the molecular mechanism of p21 action is simi-
lar to that of another well-studied suppressor, p19 of Tomato
bushy stunt virus (Silhavy and Burgyan, 2004): both suppres-
sors sequester small RNA effectors of silencing and prevent
their loading into the RNA-Induced Silencing Complex (RISC).
However, these suppressors cannot discriminate between siR-
NAs that target viral genomes and endogenous siRNAs and
miRNAs that are involved in regulation of plant development. As
a result, accumulation of p21 or p19 in plants induces develop-
mental abnormalities many of which are identical to symptoms
of viral infection (Chapman et al., 2004). It was concluded
that, at least in part, viral pathogenicity is due to interference
of silencing suppressors with developmental function of plant
small RNAs. Despite their mechanistic similarity, p21 and p19
appear to be structurally and evolutionarily unrelated and neither
has detectable homologues outside the respective virus genera
(Vargason et al., 2003; Ye and Patel, 2005).
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he family, their order is not. In the genera Ampelovirus and
rinivirus, the order of CPm and CP is reversed, and the CPm is
uch larger than in the genus Closterovirus (Fig. 2) (Klaassen

t al., 1995; Kreuze et al., 2002; Ling et al., 2004; Melzer et al.,
001). Other examples of QGB variation include duplication and
ivergence of the CPm gene in Grapevine leafroll-associated
irus-1 (Fazeli and Rezaian, 2000), reshuffling of QGB in Little
herry virus (Theilmann et al., 2002), and occurrence of enig-
atic additional ORFs within QGB of criniviruses and certain

mpeloviruses.

. Suppressors of RNA silencing

It has been long accepted that all non-defective plant viruses
ust code for at least three functions: genome replication, encap-

idation, and transport within infected plants. Arguably, suppres-
ion of RNA silencing has emerged recently as a fourth universal
unction encoded in plant viruses (Baulcombe, 2004). Some
lant viruses possess dedicated suppressors, while others del-
gate this function to replicational, structural, or transport pro-
eins (Silhavy and Burgyan, 2004; Voinett, 2005). Interestingly,

ost of the dedicated viral suppressors represent small pro-
ein families without detectable homologous relationship to any
ther viral or host proteins. This tendency is often taken as evi-
ence of relatively recent origins of the suppressors that evolved
o counteract a powerful system of host defense against para-
itic RNAs. The major components of RNA silencing machinery
re conserved between diverse eukaryotes suggesting that this
achinery emerged not much later than eukaryotes themselves

Anantharaman et al., 2002; Zamore and Haley, 2005). Search
or RNA silencing suppressors in closteroviruses yielded sev-
Although Citrus tristeza virus (CTV) encodes p20, a p21-
ike suppressor of RNA silencing, screening of the CTV genome
evealed an additional suppressor, p23, that has no homologues
n other closteroviruses (Fig. 2) (Lu et al., 2004). Subsequent
omputer analysis of the p23 sequence showed that it has a spe-
ific form of the Zn-ribbon module that is present in a variety of
ellular proteins and also in several proteins encoded by viruses
f the genera Carlavirus and Vitivirus (Chiba et al., 2006). It
eems likely that the latter viral proteins are distant homologues
f p23. Should it be demonstrated that these proteins are sup-
ressors of RNA silencing, this will be the first viral suppressor
amily represented in diverse viruses and, possibly, derived from
common host ancestor. It was also found that both CTV p20

nd CP can interfere with the systemic spread of silencing, while
23 can only suppress the local silencing (Lu et al., 2004). Thus,
TV evolved a complex system of RNA silencing suppression
ith three components targeting distinct facets of RNA silencing

esponse.
Another remarkable discovery in the area of closterovirus

ounter-defense is a two-component RNA silencing suppression
ystem in Sweet potato chlorotic stunt virus (SPCSV) (Kreuze
t al., 2005). One of the components of this system is a 22-
Da protein (p22) that possesses suppressor activity on its own
Fig. 2). This protein is unique to SPCSV and has no detectable
equence similarity to other proteins. A second component is
n RNase III homologue containing both the endonuclease and
he dsRNA-binding activities typically found in bona fide cel-
ular RNases III including Dicer and Dicer-like proteins, which
re involved in the generation and functioning of siRNAs and
iRNAs. In addition to SPCSV, RNase III is encoded by several

ucleocytoplasmic large DNA viruses (Iyer et al., 2006) where
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its function remains to be determined. By itself, SPCSV RNase
III exhibits no suppressor activity. However, co-expression of
RNase III with p22 results in a dramatic increase of RNA silenc-
ing suppression (Kreuze et al., 2005). Although the mechanism
of this suppression is not known, recruitment of a protein whose
homologues function in eukaryotic RNA silencing for the pur-
pose of overcoming host defense is a remarkable example of
viral resourcefulness.

It seems likely that the analysis of additional closteroviruses
will yield more examples of multi-component and multilevel
counter-defense systems. What could be the reason for multi-
plication of diverse suppressors in closteroviruses as opposed to
single suppressors of smaller viruses? One possibility is that the
large and slowly replicating closterovirus RNAs are more prone
to degradation by the RNA silencing machinery than those of
the smaller viruses. Alternatively, the increased complexity of
the closterovirus genomes could be of direct relevance. Given
that the antiviral siRNAs in infected plants are mostly derived
from hairpin elements of the positive RNA strands (Molnar et
al., 2005), controller element-rich closteroviral RNAs are likely
to harbor more hairpins than the simpler genomes of other
viruses.

5. Other variable genes

The closterovirus genomes are peppered with genes whose
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insect vectors (Karasev, 2000). The initiation of the replication
cycle upon virus entry into the cell requires virion disassembly
followed by translation of the input viral genome. Association of
the virion tail with the capped, 5′-terminal, RNA region suggests
a role of the tail proteins in the RNA exposure to translation ini-
tiation machinery of the cell. As originally proposed for TMV,
subsequent disassembly of the viral particle and liberation of
the RNA could be mediated by the elongating ribosomes. The
translated polyprotein is processed to yield L-Pro and replicase
components that recruit ER and viral RNA to the membrane-
bound, replication complexes. The genome-size RNA minus
strand is made and used for synthesis of the genome plus strands
and sgRNAs, which are exported to the cytosol. The timing and
amounts of the synthesis of sgRNAs are regulated to optimize
subsequent events of the virus infection cycle. For instance, sgR-
NAs that encode RNA silencing suppressors are produced early
in infection to counteract a potent host defense system. Transla-
tion of the nascent genomes results in proliferation of replication
complexes concurrent with virion assembly that is triggered by
accumulation of the structural proteins.

Interestingly, the apparently normal virion tails can be formed
in the absence of virion body assembly (Satyanarayana et al.,
2004), while inactivation of the tail formation results in encap-
sidation of the entire RNA by CP (Alzhanova et al., 2001). These
findings suggest that the body assembly follows the faster pro-
cess of tail formation. Although CPm alone can encapsidate long
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roducts, typically, have no identifiable orthologs in other
iruses (Fig. 2). Except for BYV p20, the functions of these enig-
atic proteins remain to be elucidated. Perhaps, the most illumi-

ating example of this kind is the AlkB domain found in several
lant viruses (Aravind and Koonin, 2001). Recent analysis iden-
ified AlkB domains in the polyproteins of two ampeloviruses,
rapevine leafroll-associated virus-3 (Fig. 2) and Little cherry

irus, as well as in ∼20 other alpha-like plant viruses, which
hare filamentous particle morphology and belong to genera
llexivirus, Carlavirus, Foveavirus, Potexvirus, Trichovirus, and
itivirus (Koonin, personal communication). In all these cases,
lkB domains are located within the multidomain viral repli-

ases upstream of the RNA helicase domains.
Interestingly, in each of these genera, only a minority of

he viruses encode AlkB domain, suggesting that it has been
cquired relatively recently via horizontal gene transfer. The
unction of AlkB in viral infection is unknown, but it seems likely
hat, similarly to certain cellular AlkBs, it might be involved
n RNA repair via methylation reversal (Aas et al., 2003). The
act that the majority of the AlkB-encoding viruses infect either
oody or perennial plants is compatible with this hypothesis.

ndeed, the extent of methylation damage is likely to be exac-
rbated by the prolonged virus propagation within the same
nfected organism and the need to be transported across long
istances in the hostile phloem environment.

. The infection cycle of a closterovirus

The available functional information provides for a relatively
etailed reconstruction of the events in a closterovirus infec-
ion. In nature, most closteroviruses are inoculated into plants by
tretches of RNA, assembly of the functional virion tails of the
roper length requires cooperative action of CPm, Hsp70h, and
60 (Satyanarayana et al., 2004). Dispensability of BYV p20 for
ncorporation of other tail components suggests that this protein
s added to preformed tails, possibly, via interaction with Hsp70h
Peremyslov et al., 2004a; Prokhnevsky et al., 2002).

It seems that the major reason for accumulation of large
irion masses in the infected cells is to promote closterovirus
cquisition and transmission by insect vectors. However, a sub-
opulation of the virions must be engaged in the processes of
ell-to-cell movement via PD and systemic transport via the
hloem. Because incorporation of each of the five virion proteins
s required for one or both of these processes to occur, at least
ome of the transport events should involve physical transloca-
ion of the mature virions. Our understanding of the mechanistic
ontributions of the transport proteins remains patchy at best. It
s not known how the ER-associated p6 aids the viral cell-to-
ell movement. It is also not clear if CPm and p60 have specific
oles in virion transport in addition to their requirement for the
ail assembly. In contrast, the mounting evidence suggests that
sp70h plays a pivotal role in virion translocation to and through
D.

It has been shown that Hsp70h accumulates in PD of the
YV-infected cells and can be targeted to PD in the absence
f other viral components (Medina et al., 1999; Prokhnevsky et
l., 2002). Moreover, this autonomous targeting has been shown
o rely on the actomyosin motility system (Prokhnevsky et al.,
005). It is tempting to propose that one of the roles of Hsp70h
resent in the virion tails is to interact with myosin and chaper-
ne the virions toward PD. This would provide an added benefit
f directionality, with the virion tails put in close proximity or
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even inserted into PD channels. Although the form in which
closteroviral genome traverses PD is not known, the apparent
lack of CP within PD might suggest that virions are (partially)
disassembled upon passing PD channels (Medina et al., 1999).
If this is the case, tail proteins may provide for directional RNA
transport, with the 5′-terminal region entering the adjacent cell
and being recruited by ribosomes. The rest of the RNA could
be pulled into the cytoplasm co-translationally. This specula-
tive model is not without analogy that comes from the nuclear
export of giant, ∼30 kb mRNAs of certain fly species (Daneholt,
2001). These mRNAs are co-transcriptionally assembled into
the ribonucleoprotein particles that dock to the nuclear pores
with their ends corresponding to the mRNA’s 5′-termini. The
directional transport through the pore occurs concomitantly with
particle thinning and shedding some of the associated proteins.
Upon entering the cytoplasm, polysomes are formed and trans-
lation begins.

The cycles of genome expression and replication, virion
assembly and cell-to-cell movement, each of which takes ∼1
day, are repeated until infection reaches companion cells that
have PD connection to phloem sieve elements. Loading to sieve
elements allows virus to be transported long distances with the
liquid flow and to unload to sink tissues of stems, leaves, and
roots. In all likelihood, multiple cycles of the virus replication
on the phloem route are required to ensure successful coloniza-
tion of the entire plant. Two proteins that play specific roles
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ries to grapevine to citrus (Aguilar et al., 2003; Martelli, 2002;
Tzanetakis et al., 2005a,b).

7. Comparative genomics and phylogenetic
reconstructions

Closterovirus genome sequencing produced a genetic
tapestry illustrated in Fig. 2. Among the positive-strand RNA
viruses, complexity and diversity comparable to those of clos-
teroviruses are seen only in the order Nidovirales. Because
nidoviruses and closteroviruses belong to distinct evolutionary
lineages, we assume that their genomes evolved independently
via gene accretion by the simpler respective progenitors. An
alternative to this scenario, namely, the origin of the smaller
viral genomes from a very complex common ancestor, which
possessed most of the genes now seen among positive-strand
RNA viruses, via gradual, lineage-specific gene loss, appears to
be much less plausible, if realistic at all.

To gain insight into closterovirus evolution, we conducted
phylogenetic analysis of the several proteins conserved in all
extant family members. The RNA-dependent RNA polymerase
is the only protein universally present in all positive-strand RNA
viruses (Koonin, 1991). As expected, our analysis confirmed
the relationship of closteroviral polymerases with those of the
other viruses from the alphavirus-like superfamily, as well as
the separation of the closteroviral polymerases into three clades
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n systemic transport of BYV are L-Pro and p20 (Peng et al.,
003; Prokhnevsky et al., 2002). Because L-Pro is a replica-
ional enhancer, it is plausible that it aids RNA accumulation
n the phloem cells. The location of p20 at the tail tip suggests

possible role in either stabilizing virions in the phloem, or
uiding them through PD interconnecting sieve elements with
ompanion cells, or both.

The onset of systemic disease takes at least 2 weeks for clos-
eroviruses of herbaceous plants and up to a few months for those
nfecting woody hosts. Although the mechanisms of closterovi-
al pathogenicity are not entirely understood, the preferential
eplication in the phloem must play an important role. The mas-
ive recruitment of the ER to viral replication complexes might
nterfere with the normal ER function and cause phloem cyto-
oxicity manifested in such symptoms as vein clearing, or leaf
ellowing, rolling, and wilting. The virus-coded suppressors of
NA silencing also contribute to disease phenotype by interfer-

ng with microRNA-mediated developmental processes.
The data on the last phase of the closterovirus infection

ycle, the semi-persistent insect transmission, are extremely
carce (Karasev, 2000). It appears that isolated virions of at
east some closteroviruses can be transmitted to plants by insect

embrane feeding, meaning that virion proteins are sufficient
or the process to occur. It has been proposed that the large
Pm of criniviruses mediates the whitefly transmission (Tian
t al., 1999), while preliminary results implicated p20 in the
phid transmission of BYV (Prokhnevsky and Dolja, unpub-
ished data). However, slow compared to other plant viruses,
he life styles of closteroviruses proved evolutionarily success-
ul given the long and rapidly growing list of closteroviruses
hat infect a broad range of hosts from cucumbers to strawber-
orresponding to the currently recognized genera (Fig. 3A). The
iruses of the genera Closterovirus, Crinivirus, and Ampelovirus
re predominantly transmitted by aphids, whiteflies, and mealy-
ugs, respectively. This correlation between the polymerase
hylogeny and the type of insect vectors likely reflects vector
daptation as a driving force behind divergent evolution of clos-
eroviruses (Karasev, 2000).

Analysis of the closteroviral L-Pro sequences also revealed
lades corresponding to the three genera (Fig. 3B) indicating
hat RNA polymerases and proteases coevolved since the diver-
ence of closteroviruses from the common family ancestor. The
econd leader proteases of CTV and GLRaV-2 (L2 in Fig. 3B)
lustered with the other proteases of the same genus in accord
ith their proposed origin by lineage-specific duplication of the
-Pro gene (Peng et al., 2001).

The topology of the phylogenetic tree for closterovirus
sp70h sequences also mimicked that of the RNA polymerase

ree (Fig. 3C), supporting the presence of Hsp70h in the
ommon ancestor of closteroviruses. In a broader perspec-
ive, closteroviral homologues showed no specific affinity to
ellular Hsp70s from any particular group of organisms or
ompartments of the eukaryotic cell (Fig. 3C) (Boorstein et
l., 1994). This result is indicative of the rapid evolutionary
ivergence due to the functional specialization of Hsp70h
ithin the viral genetic context. The only viruses besides

losteroviruses that encode Hsp70s are the mimiviruses of the
rotozoan Acanthamoeba (Raoult et al., 2004). Interestingly,
oth of the mimiviral Hsp70s cluster with their eukaryotic kin
uggesting their relatively recent origin from the host and/or
lower evolution (Fig. 3A). In all likelihood, closteroviruses
nd mimiviruses acquired Hsp70 genes independently.
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Fig. 3. Phylogenetic analysis of the four conserved closterovirus proteins and their homologues. (A) Dendrograms for the core domains of the RNA dependent RNA
polymerases of closteroviruses, three animal viruses of the alphavirus-like superfamily, and SARS virus as an outgroup. Numbers indicate the number of bootstrap
replicates supporting the corresponding branches; the branches with values less that 700 were collapsed. The scale bar indicates the estimated number of amino
acid substitutions per site. Three genera of the family Closteroviridae are highlighted with the color-coded ellipsoids. GLRaV-2, Grapevine leafroll-associated
virus-2 (Zhu et al., 1998); CYSDV, Cucurbit yellow stunting disorder virus (Aguilar et al., 2003); GLRaV-1, Grapevine leafroll-associated virus-1 (Fazeli and
Rezaian, 2000); PMWaV-2, Pineapple mealybug wilt-associated virus-2 (Melzer et al., 2001); other designations are as in Fig. 2. (B) Dendrograms for the papain-like
proteinase domains of the closterovirus leader proteinases. CTV and GLRaV-2 each possess two leader proteinases, L1 and L2. EAV-nsp1, the nonstructural protein-1,
a papain-like leader proteinase of Equine arteritis virus used as outgroup. (C) Dendrograms for the Hsp70 homologues from the closteroviruses, the mimivirus,
prokaryotes, and eukaryotes. (D) Dendrograms for the CP-like domains present in closterovirus CPs, CPms, and p60s. GLRaV-1 encodes two divergent variants of
CPm, 1 and 2. PVA-CP, capsid protein of Potato virus A, an outgroup.
Sequences alignment and phylogenetic analysis were performed using the Clustal X 1.8 program (Thompson et al., 1997) and MEGA 3.1 (Kumar et al., 2004). Trees
were generated using the Neighbour-Joining method (Saitou and Nei, 1987) with correction for multiple substitutions and 1000 bootstrap replicates. In all cases,
similar trees and bootstrap values were obtained using the maximum parsimony method (Fitch, 1977) (not shown). The NCBI accession numbers for closteroviruses
were as follows. GLRaV-3, NC004667; PMWaV-2, AF283103; GLRaV-1, AF195822; BYV, NC001598; CTV, NC001661; GLRaV-2, NC007448; LIYV, NC003617
and NC003618; SPCSV, NC004123 and NC004124; CYSDV, NC004810 and NC004809. The additional viral sequences used were NP056786 of Hepatitis E virus,
NC001545 of Rubella virus RdRp, NC001547 of Alphavirus, NC004718 of SARS virus, NP705583 of Equine arteritis virus, NP734368 of Potato virus A. The Hsp70
sequences were: XP470141, XP475261, AAO17017 for O. sativa; CAA05547, NP198206, NP199802, CAB89371 for A. thaliana; NP646617 for D. discoideum;
NP002146, P11021, P38646 for H. sapiens; YP 142608, AAV50662 for A. polyphaga mimivirus; NP492485 for C. elegans; Q8YW74 for Nostoc spp.; NP414555
for E. coli; NP454622 for S. enterica; NP794258 for P. syringae; XP762364 for U. maydis.
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The major CPs of closteroviruses belong to the pro-
tein family that includes CPs of all filamentous viruses of
plants (Dolja et al., 1991). However, unlike other filamentous
viruses, closteroviruses encode at least two additional pro-
teins possessing CP-related domains, CPm and p60 (Boyko
et al., 1992; Napuli et al., 2003). The phylogenetic analysis
of these proteins demonstrates clear separation of the three
p60 clades corresponding to the family genera (Fig. 3D).
Similarly to what was found for L-Pro and Hsp70h, this
supports p60 presence in the common ancestor of extant
closteroviruses.

In contrast, CPms of the viruses of the genera Closterovirus
and Crinivirus cluster with their respective CPs (Fig. 3D). This
tree topology suggests that CPms have evolved independently in
these two genera via duplication of the CP gene. This could also
be the case for the genus Ampelovirus, but the affinity between
ampeloviral CPms and CPs is less significant statistically, proba-
bly indicating faster evolution of CPms in this genus. This notion
is also compatible with the fact that in one of the ampeloviruses,
GLRaV-1, the CPm gene underwent an additional duplication
(Fazeli and Rezaian, 2000).

Using the results of phylogenetic analysis, we developed the
following scenario for the evolution of the family Closteroviri-
dae (Fig. 4). We propose that the monophyletic closterovirus
lineage descends from a plant virus of the alphavirus-like super-
family that possessed a typical MET–HEL–POL replicase, a
p
c

closteroviruses by acquiring several new genes. Among these,
acquisition of the L-Pro gene and a central domain of replicase
facilitated RNA replication and conditioned expansion of the
progenitor’s genome. Concurrently, the Hsp70 gene was incor-
porated via recombination with a cellular mRNA, whereas the
p60 gene originated via duplication and divergence of the CP
gene. The co-evolution of Hsp70h and p60 resulted in emergence
of a prototype virion tail that empowered cell-to-cell transport
of the expanded genome of the ancestral closterovirus.

Because most of the extant closteroviruses are insect-
transmissible, it seems reasonable to propose that the clos-
terovirus ancestor was also transmitted by an insect. The three
current lineages of closteroviruses evolved by adaptation to
the distinct types of insect vectors (Karasev, 2000). The CPms
appeared at that time via duplication and divergence of the CP
gene. In addition to CPm phylogenenies (Fig. 3D), this sce-
nario is supported by the different order of CP and CPm genes
in the genus Closterovirus versus the genera Crinivirus and
Ampelovirus (Fig. 2). The latter two genera could arise indepen-
dently from the common family ancestor (Fig. 4). Alternatively,
criniviruses could evolve by the split of a single ampeloviral
genomic RNA to two segments (dashed arrow in Fig. 4). The
same order of the CP and CPm genes and the larger size of CPms
in ampeloviruses and criniviruses compared to closteroviruses
are compatible with the latter scenario.

Interestingly, evolution subsequent to emergence of CPms
p
a

F
b

6-like movement protein, and a single CP forming a filamentous
apsid. This progenitor evolved into the last common ancestor of
ig. 4. Hypothetical evolutionary scenario for the family Closteroviridae. The solid
y segmentation of an ancestral ampeloviral genome is shown as a dashed arrow.
roduced very few additional genes that would be specific to
nd conserved within each genus. One example is the p21-like
arrows show direct vertical descent. An alternative ancestry of the criniviruses
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Fig. 5. Multiple alignments of the two Crinivirus specific-proteins. (A) The p9-like proteins. (B) The p26-like proteins. Identical residues in all four proteins are
shown in red, while those in two or three proteins are shown in blue. BPYV, Beet pseudoyellows virus (Tzanetakis and Martin, 2004); PYVV, Potato yellow vein virus
(Liveratos et al., 2004); SPaV, Strawberry pallidosis associated virus (Tzanetakis et al., 2005b). Nucleotide accession numbers were as follows: BPYV, NC005209;
PYVV, NC006063 and NC006061; SpaV, NC005896; CYSDV, see Fig. 3. Graphic representation of the alignments was done using Vector NTI program (Invitrogen).

suppressor of RNA silencing in the viruses of the genus
Closterovirus. Another example is provided by the p8-like and
p28-like proteins that are conserved in genus Crinivirus (Fig. 5).
The genus Ampelovirus exhibits most genetic variation in the
family. Even though the replication and assembly/movement
modules are present in all known representatives of this
genus, they are often perturbed by incorporation of additional
unique genes or changes in the gene order (Theilmann et al.,
2002).

The numerous other novel genes acquired by closteroviruses,
in addition to replication module and QGB, are virus-specific.
For instance, CTV genes encoding p33, p18, p13, and p23 have
no homologues in BYV or other known genus members (Fig. 2)
(Pappu et al., 1994). Conspiciously, similar tendency of pro-
lifiration of the virus- or lineage-specific genes is observed in
coronaviruses and other large nidoviruses (Gorbalenya et al.,
2006). Because the gene repertoirs of smaller RNA viruses tend
to be more conserved in any given taxon, it seems that the unusual
genetic plasticity of nidoviruses and closteroviruses is condi-
tioned by their genome expansion. The resulting benefit of faster
macroevolution via accretion of new genes may provide large
RNA viruses with ability to rapidly adapt to new hosts, vectors,
or changing environmental conditions.

The task of establishing the time scale for the closterovirus
evolution meets the major challenges common for all viruses.
These challenges include the lack of paleonthological record,
t
a
t

ries of viruses and host organisms may provide some useful
insights.

As has been discussed previously, each of the three super-
families of the positive-strand RNA viruses contains viruses
that infect plants, insects, and vertebrates, suggesting that
these superfamilies evolved prior to separation of the animal
and plant kingdoms (Koonin and Dolja, 1993). This notion
is further reinforced by finding of a plethora of picorna-
like viruses in the marine environment including viruses that
infect diatoms (Culley et al., 2003). Regardless of the adapted
eukaryotic phylogeny, the specifics of which remain debated,
plants, animals, and diatoms diverged early in the evolu-
tion of eukaryotes, and horizontal transfer of picornaviruses
from land plants or animals to marine biota seems highly
unlikely. Therefore, the superfamilies of positive-strand RNA
viruses including alphavirus-like superfamily to which clos-
teroviruses belong might have diverged at the dawn of eukaryotic
evolution.

The lack of information on RNA viruses of red and green
algae or primitive land plants limits our ability to deduce the
time of origin for the last common ancestor of Closteroviri-
dae or other extant plant virus families. However, it seems that
these ancestors should have been in place, at the latest, by Juras-
sic (150–200 million years ago), when the great diversity of
the flowering plants evolved to dominate the land (Benton and
Ayala, 2003; Kenrick and Crane, 1997; Palmer et al., 2004).
B
o
a

he relatively fast and variable pace of molecular evolution,
nd the complex relations between evolution of viruses and
heir hosts. However, comparison of the evolutionary histo-
ecause this process was accompanied closely by evolution
f the potential closteroviral insect vectors, such as aphids
nd other Homoptera (Gaunt and Miles, 2002; Martinez-Torres
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et al., 2001), it seems reasonable to think that diversification
of the three closteroviral genera also came about near that
time.

8. Conclusion: genome complexity in RNA viruses

What is the functional significance of the increase in genome
complexity seen in closteroviruses relative to the simpler plant
viruses? A comparison of TMV and BYV, which both evolved
from the alphavirus-like ancestors, shows that the large part of
the ∼9 kb genomic surplus of BYV is dedicated to facilitating
the synthesis of the virion RNA and multiple sgRNAs. The rest
of the surplus was invested in the formation of the complex
virion tail that empowers virus transport within and transmission
between the host plants and in suppression of RNA silencing
(Fig. 1). If this is the case, it almost looks like the complexity of
closteroviruses arose to maintain itself.

Similar comparison between the more and less complex
nidoviruses, such as SARS virus and EAV, respectively, reveals
an increase in the number of RNA metabolism enzymes in the
former (Gorbalenya et al., 2006). In addition to enabling repli-
cation and transcription of the large viral genomes also seen in
closteroviruses, further leap in complexity is thought to con-
fer coronaviruses with a higher fidelity of RNA synthesis and
a higher degree of RNA metabolism autonomy. A greater inde-
pendence of the DNA metabolism from the host cell is also one
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What is the driving force behind the increase in viral genome
complexity? It is certainly not the host adaptation or virus–host
coevolution because both simple prokaryotic and most complex
eukaryotic organisms play hosts for the simple and complex
viruses alike. A simple and convincing theory of the origins of
genome complexity in eukaryotes has been recently advanced
by Lynch and Conery (2003). This theory states that the increase
in genome complexity is a stochastic result of the relieved selec-
tion pressure that follows dramatic reductions in population size;
in small populations, drift may result in fixation of genomic
changes, such as duplication of numerous genes and propagation
of selfish elements, which are not tolerated in larger populations
with intensive purifying selection. Often, the reduction in pop-
ulation size would be caused by local or global environmental
catastrophes that lead to abrupt drop in the population size for a
few or many species at a time. Support for this non-adaptationist
concept of genomic complexity comes from extensive analyses
of genes, introns, and selfish DNA in a large number of complete
prokaryotic and eukaryotic genomes (Koonin, 2004; Lynch and
Conery, 2003).

Although a similar analysis is yet to be attempted for viruses,
it is tempting to apply this concept to evolution of viral genetic
complexity. What would be considered an ‘environmental catas-
trophe’ for a virus? The most obvious answer is the drastic
reduction in a population size of the host organisms. Another
possibility is the emergence of a new antiviral defense system,
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f the major tendencies in the evolution of the complex DNA
iruses (Iyer et al., 2006).

Why then the largest DNA viruses with the ∼1200 kb
enomes are so much larger than the largest RNA viruses with
he ∼30 kb genomes? The more or less obvious answer seems
o lie in the chemical properties of RNA, which is generally
hought to be the original enzymatic and information-storage

olecule of the ancient RNA world. It is further believed that the
imitations in the RNA stability and replication fidelity resulted
n the evolution of DNA as the dedicated genomic material. It
eems that ∼30 kb could be close to the maximum size of RNA
olecules that can function as autonomous genetic elements due

o minimal stability requirements. No larger RNAs are known
o be used by any viruses, transposable elements, or prokaryotic
ells; although eukaryotes do have some giant mRNAs, these are
ikely to be short-lived and translated via special mechanisms
uch as coupling of translation with nucleo-cytoplasmic export
Gregorio et al., 1999).

The plant hosts impose even stricter limits on the size of viral
enomes, be it RNA or DNA: at 19.3 kb, the RNA genome of
TV (Fig. 2) is the largest known plant virus genome. The single
ost important peculiarity in the infection cycle of plant viruses

s that they must rely on direct cell-to-cell movement via PD to
uccessfully colonize a plant (Boevink and Oparka, 2005; Lucas
nd Lee, 2004). The idea that the PD is a bottleneck for inter-
ellular translocation of virions or genomes has recently gained
xperimental support (Gilbertson et al., 2003). The corollary of
he limited size and translocation capacity of the PD channels
s that viral genomes larger than ∼8 kbp for dsDNA, ∼3 kb for
sDNA, or ∼20 kb for ssRNA cannot move between the cells
nd therefore are eliminated during evolution.
uch as innate or acquired immunity, or RNA silencing. It is,
robably, the combination of both that has driven acquisition of
ultiple new genes by viral genomes in certain lineages, fol-

owed by the gradual adaptation of these genes for the needs
f infection. A corollary of the comparative analysis of clos-
erovirus genomes is that their relative complexity and variabil-
ty go hand in hand (Fig. 2). The abundance of unique, rare,
nd novel genes that appear to be picked at random by dif-
erent closteroviruses is compatible with the idea of genome
omplexity emerging as a byproduct of increased genome
ntropy.
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